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Sigma Solutions Achieves Two New VMware Competencies
Earns Network Virtualization and Mobility Management Competencies
SAN ANTONIO — April 23, 2015 — Sigma Solutions today announced that it has
earned the Network Virtualization and Mobility Management Solution Competencies
from VMware. Sigma Solutions’ exemplary technical knowledge and expertise ensures
that we provide our customers with the most advanced VMware solutions available
delivered in combination with our superior service and support.
“VMware Airwatch gives us the ability to empower our customer’s workforce in new and
unforeseen ways,” said Chris Reed, Mobility and EUC Practice Manager, Sigma
Solutions. “The capability to have dynamic security and network controls based on
policy vs. static VLANs, MACs and broadcast domains opens up new opportunities for
us. Business in 2015 is about agility and mobility and VMware Airwatch provides that
efficiently and effectively.”
The Network Virtualization Competency enables and rewards partners for their
demonstrated expertise in IT networking and security using VMware NSX. This
competency helps Sigma identify networking and security opportunities within their
existing customers, drive pipeline, identify new customer opportunities and increase
revenue while working with VMware to grow the software-defined network market. The
Mobility Management Solution Competency enables and rewards partners in the
massive and growing enterprise mobility management (EMM) space allowing Sigma to
deliver AirWatch, a comprehensive desktop-to-device technology platform that manages
mobile devices, applications and content.
“NSX is a disruptive technology that IT departments need to leverage to make their
existing hardware investments do more,” said Brad Christian, Enterprise Architect and
VMware vExpert, Sigma Solutions. “No matter the networking stack, Sigma can help
extend and virtualize the network to create a truly software-defined datacenter. The goal
is low-touch virtual machines with true portability, and the ease of use to rapidly bring

applications from test and dev into production. Infrastructure Engineers need to spend
time supporting the business, not performing repetitive tasks. With NSX, the goal of a
truly automated virtual infrastructure is finally within reach.”
About Sigma Solutions
Sigma Solutions is the solutions integrator of choice for companies needing a
technology partner that easily transitions from the strategy of the executive suite to the
operations of the data center.
We offer the perfect mix of business acumen and technical expertise to help align IT
operations and management functions with organizational objectives.
Our local presence and technology skills, combined with our business savvy and
understanding of the strategic goals of companies make us the right choice to help
organizations leverage IT infrastructure to its greatest advantage.
We deliver IT transformation by designing, implementing and supporting data center
solutions for companies across all industries. Learn more at www.sigmasol.com.
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